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Shown here is a Convair SM-65F Atlas Missile at the Abilene, Kansas, site circa 1962. Photo is courtesy of the U.S. Air Force.
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Kansas Missiles: Central Kansas and the 
Nation’s Cold War Nuclear Arsenal, 1959–1965

by Landry Brewer

As the Soviet Union appeared to surpass American nuclear capability in the late 1950s, the 
U.S. government moved quickly to reassert its nuclear dominance. That nuclear dominance 
was on display in the early 1960s in central Kansas, as twelve locations near Schilling Air 

Force Base (AFB) operated intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) as part of the nation’s nuclear 
arsenal. Housing those missiles required massive construction projects that provided thousands of 
individuals with jobs and infused the state with large sums of money, which were welcomed by many 
Kansans who learned to live with offensive nuclear weapons in their midst. Most importantly, those 
missiles fortified the nation’s nuclear deterrent during the most dangerous years of the Cold War. 

During Dwight Eisenhower’s presidency (1953–1961), American defense policy relied heavily on the 
nation’s nuclear arsenal deterring Soviet aggression against the United States or its allies. When President 
Eisenhower assumed office, he wanted to spend less money than his predecessor on national defense 
by reducing conventional forces and their costs. Eisenhower believed that the nation could get more for 
its money while maintaining its security by responding to Soviet threats against the United States and its 
allies with threats of nuclear retaliation. Called the “New Look” by the administration and “Massive 
Retaliation” by the media, Eisenhower’s policy of nuclear deterrence relied on American nuclear superiority.1 

Landry Brewer is Bernhardt Assistant Professor of History at Southwestern Oklahoma State University. His research and published works focus on the 
Cold War’s impact on states such as Kansas and Oklahoma and the roles of these states within American Cold War defense policy. 

1. Evan Thomas, Ike’s Bluff: President Eisenhower’s Secret Battle to Save the World (New York: Little, Brown and Company, 2012), 15, 112–113; 
Stephen E. Ambrose, Eisenhower: Soldier and President (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1990), 356; and John Lewis Gaddis, The Cold War: A New 
History (New York: Penguin, 2005), 66–67.
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1949 when the Soviet Union had 
acquired an atomic bomb, and the 
power balance now appeared to 
shift dramatically again eight years 
later. The United States scrambled 
to right the perceived imbalance.2 

Convair Astronautics, which 
later became a division of General 
Dynamics, began work on the 
Atlas in the early 1950s. Though 
only ten employees were assigned 
to the ballistic missile project in 
1953, twelve thousand employees 
were working on the Atlas program 
in the company’s San Diego facility 
in 1960. “Reflecting the truly national 
scope of the Atlas program,” wrote 
John C. Lonnquest and David 
F. Winkle in the Department of 
Defense document To Defend and 
Deter: The Legacy of the United States 
Cold War Missile Program, “Convair 
employed 30 major subcontractors, 
500 lesser contractors, and 5,000 
suppliers scattered across 32 states.”3

Six versions of the Atlas missile 
were produced—the A, B, and C 
versions were test models, and the 
D, E, and F versions were deployed 
and operational. The Atlas missile 
was 82.5 feet long and 10 feet 
wide and weighed 18,104 pounds 
empty and 267,136 pounds when 

filled with liquid fuel. In flight, the 
missile reached speeds of 16,000 
miles per hour, allowing it to travel 
nearly 7,000 miles in just 43 minutes, 

landing within 2 nautical miles of its target. Upon 
arrival, the Atlas’s warhead would deliver a 4-megaton 
yield. To put this into perspective, each Atlas F missile 
in Kansas would have delivered a nuclear bomb more 
than 200 times more powerful than the atomic bombs 

President Dwight D. Eisenhower, a native Kansan, pursued a Cold War era national defense 
policy of nuclear deterrence predicated upon American nuclear superiority. For this reason, the 
Atlas missile program was operational by the mid-1950s.  

2. John C. Lonnquest and David F. Winkler, To Defend and Deter: The 
Legacy of the United States Cold War Missile Program (Washington, DC: 
U.S. Department of Defense, 1996), 1–4, 65–66.

3. Ibid.

Central to this deterrence was the development of 
ICBMs, the first of which was the Atlas. Development 
of the Atlas missile had begun by the early mid-
1950s, but the situation changed dramatically when 
the Soviet Union announced that it had successfully 
launched the world’s first ICBM in August 1957 and 
then launched the Sputnik satellite just two months 
later. Pressure quickly mounted on the American 
government to complete the Atlas project. The 
Cold War power balance had shifted dramatically in 
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dropped by the United States on the Japanese cities 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki at the end of World War II.4 

The Air Force used several criteria to determine the 
locations of ICBM launch sites. Each location had to be 
within the continental United States, close enough for 
the missile to reach its intended target but also outside 
the range of Soviet missiles launched from submarines. 
Finally, the Air Force secretary ordered that, if possible, 
launch sites be on government property, ideally in 

areas with a population of at least fifty 
thousand. Because it was believed that 
the launch sites would be targeted 
by the Soviet Union in the event of 
war, they were placed with sufficient 
distance between them to prevent 
multiple installations from being 
disrupted by a single Soviet bomb.5 

The Air Force used the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers to build the launch 
complexes, and the corps tasked nearby 
engineer districts with construction. 
The job proved difficult because of 
the immediate and intense nature of 
the program, especially after the fall 
of 1957, when the ICBM program was 
accelerated. The Air Force increased the 
number of Atlas squadrons that it would 
deploy, and each Atlas F missile would 
be stored completely underground in a 
deep silo reinforced to survive a nuclear 
bomb blast. Even though the launch 
sites became more complex, making 
them increasingly difficult and costly to 
build, they were to be built as quickly as 
possible. Adding to these difficulties was 
the method used by the Air Force known 
as the “concept of concurrency”—ICBMs 
were being developed and tested while 
the Corps of Engineers simultaneously 

built the missile launch complexes. An Air 
Force missile design change could require 
the Corps of Engineers to change the missile 
sites it was building, including destroying 

and removing what had just been built, and starting 
anew. By April 1962, the Corps of Engineers had 
approved more than 2,600 launch-site modifications 
during construction. These modifications cost an 
additional $96 million, 40 percent more than the initial 
contract amount. Because of the perceived need to 
deploy ICBMs as quickly as possible, deployment speed 
trumped cost, and the concurrency method was used.6

4. Ibid., 209–211. 

This cut-away sketch shows the underground Atlas F missile silo complex. The concrete 
and steel silo was one hundred seventy-four feet deep and fifty-two feet in diameter. A 
fifty-foot long tunnel connected it to a launch control center. Courtesy of atlasmissilesilo.
com.

5. Ibid., 77–78.
6. Ibid., 44, 79.
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The most sophisticated of the Atlas missiles, the 
Atlas F, was created to be housed in deep, “hardened” 
underground silos to protect it against possible Soviet 
nuclear attack. Constructed of the strongest possible 
concrete, each silo was 174 feet deep with a diameter 
of 52 feet and was entirely belowground. Each 
silo housed a missile along with an extensive steel 
structure, the “crib”—which was attached to the silo 
walls by four extremely large springs—that allowed 
for routine missile maintenance. Connected to the silo 
by a fifty-foot-long, eight-foot-wide tunnel was the 
launch control center. Also built of reinforced concrete, 
the underground structure housed the equipment to 
fire the missile. To do so, the missile would be raised 
by an elevator through the silo top and then launched. 

Of all of the Atlas missile sites, those for the F series 
were the most difficult and expensive to build.7

To oversee the mammoth task of building several 
ICBM sites around the nation, the army created the 
Corps of Engineers Ballistic Missile Construction 
Office (CEBMCO) in August 1960. One of CEBMCO’s 
goals was to provide continuity and consistency 
through centralized control in building missile 
sites. According to Lonnquest and Winkler, “To do 
that, CEBMCO’s commanding officer appointed 
weapon system directors for the Atlas F . . . facility 

Schilling Air Force Base was one of several Air Force Atlas F sites. It was located in southwest Salina, Kansas, and was deactivated by the mid-
1960s. Depicted here is the base’s dedication ceremony on March 16, 1956, including Mrs. David Schilling (standing) and the bust of her husband 
and base namesake, David Schilling, in the foreground. 

7. Ibid., 220; U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, History of Corps of Engineers 
Activities at Schilling Air Force Base, March 1960–December 1961, 3-1, http://
atlasmissilesilo.com/Documents/ConstructionHistory/AtlasF/550thSMS/
AF-D-C-550-99-SA-00001_550thSMS_ConstructionHistory.pdf.
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construction programs,” which was done “through 
a network of CEBMCO area offices, one of which 
was located at each major site” and which oversaw 
construction. The Schilling AFB Atlas missile sites 
were initially under the oversight of the Kansas City 
district of the Corps of Engineers until CEBMCO 
assumed control of the project. The construction 
costs for building ICBM sites were enormous. The 
United States had spent $2 billion on building 
these sites by 1962 and would spend billions more.8

The missiles at the Schilling AFB Atlas F sites, along 
with those at Lincoln AFB in Nebraska, Altus AFB in 
Oklahoma, Dyess AFB in Texas, Walker AFB in New 
Mexico, and Plattsburg AFB in New York, were the 
nation’s first to be maintained entirely underground 
in large, protective silos. Each AFB had twelve missile 
sites attached to it, and these sites were usually spaced 
less than forty miles from each other. The large silos 
were built to withstand overpressures reaching one 
hundred psi. Lonnquest and Winkler provided this 
explanation of overpressure: “The normal atmospheric 
pressure at sea level is 15 psi. Overpressure is an 
additional, transient pressure created by the shock or 
blast wave following a powerful explosion. Buildings 
collapse at 6 psi overpressure. Humans can withstand 
up to 30 psi overpressure, but a level over 5 psi can 
rupture eardrums and cause internal hemorrhaging.”9

The May 13, 1959, edition of the Salina Journal ran a 
front-page story announcing that nine sites had been 
chosen for Atlas missiles within fifty-three miles of 
Salina and Schilling AFB. The early cost forecast for 
the nine sites was $135 million. The story described 
each launch site as “a virtually independent unit 
with two main buildings. One, 125 by 125 feet, will 
store the liquid oxygen fuel that propels the missile.” 
Another building, “with 5,000 square feet, will house 
alert personnel, control equipment, power generators 
and other facilities.” The newspaper informed its 
readers that the “Atlas missiles will be part of the 
striking power of the Strategic Air Command.”10

Though nine Atlas F sites were originally 
scheduled to ring Schilling AFB, three 
more were added to the list. Each site was 

numbered, and the twelve sites were referenced 
accordingly: Site 1 was at Bennington; Site 2, Abilene; 
Site 3, Chapman; Site 4, Carlton; Site 5, McPherson; 
Site 6, Mitchell; Site 7, Kanopolis; Site 8, Wilson; Site 
9, Beverly; Site 10, Tescott; Site 11, Glasco; and Site 
12, Minneapolis. With a $17.2 million bid, the Utah-
Manhattan-Sundt Construction Company won the 
contract for the nine original silos and then won the 
contract for the additional three silos with a bid of 
another $6.2 million. Though the combined bid for 
all twelve launch sites was $23.4 million, because of 
changes, unexpectedly precise government standards, 
and excavation problems caused by water levels 
at multiple sites, that figure eventually doubled.11

Each silo required extensive digging. Once a silo was 
dug, its wall would be created to house the missile and 
the multistory steel structure that would surround it 
and allow it to be serviced. Then the vertical steel crib, 
fifteen stories tall, was built inside the silo to surround 
the missile and provide space to store the peripheral 
equipment necessary for maintenance and operation.12

Though many people who lived near the missile 
sites were happy to find jobs constructing them, 
and states enjoyed the millions of dollars that the 
construction pumped into their economies, some 
local residents were unhappy with the missile sites’ 
arrival. Realizing that nearby missile sites would 
likely be targets of Soviet nuclear-armed missiles 
in the event of war, some individuals and groups 
in Kansas protested at sites under construction. 
The municipal government of Roswell received ten 
fallout-shelter building permit requests in October 
1961. Kansans’ fears were illustrated in a June 19, 
1961, Kansas City Star cartoon. Captioned “grim crop 
for the midlands,” the cartoon depicted twelve Atlas 
missiles standing in wheat fields, with pigs rooting 
around missiles in the foreground and a farmhouse 
just behind the dozen missiles in the background.13

8. Lonnquest and Winkler, To Defend and Deter, 80–88; U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers, History of Corps of Engineers Activities at Schilling Air 
Force Base, 1-1–2-1. 

9. Lonnquest and Winkler, To Defend and Deter, 68, 220.
10. “Sites Selected for Salina Area’s Atlas Installations,” Salina 

Journal, May 13, 1959, https://www.newspapers.com/image/4073709
2/?terms=Salina%2BAtlas%2Bmissile.

11. Lonnquest and Winkler, To Defend and Deter, 343–344.
12. Ibid., 83.
13. Ibid., 95–97.
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The Friday, May 6, 1960, 
edition of the Salina Journal 
carried a front-page story about 
several students from McPherson 
College and others protesting the 
Atlas site nearby. The students 
adopted a “love and peace” 
mantra and posted protest signs 
with slogans including “Love, 
Not Missiles” and “Love Is 
the Weapon for Peace” beside 
US Highway 81, less than two 
miles from the Atlas complex 
near a site access road that was 
under construction. Paul H. 
Stern, a twenty-nine-year-old 
ministerial student who was 
married and had one child, was 
one of the protest group’s three 
leaders. Stern emphasized that 
the protesters were not acting 
on behalf of the college. He also 
clarified that Schilling AFB was 
not the specific target of the 
protest; rather, the students were protesting worldwide 
nuclear armaments and hoped to effect global peace.14

American pilot Francis Gary Powers flew a 
U-2 spy plane that was shot down while 
flying a reconnaissance mission over the 

Soviet Union on May 1, 1960. Two days after informing 
its readers of the McPherson site protests, the Salina 
Journal published an Associated Press story on its front 
page conveying that Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev 
had reported that Powers had admitted to committing 
espionage on behalf of the United States. Khrushchev 
shared some items that had been taken from Powers as 
evidence that the American was in Soviet custody, and 
he said that Powers would be put on trial. The story said 
that “Khrushchev waved pictures before a shouting, 
applauding Parliament—the Supreme Soviet—in 
support of his charge that the 30-year-old pilot was 

photographing Soviet military bases and industrial 
installations for the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency.”15

Three weeks later, the final three Schilling-area 
Atlas F sites to be added to the original nine were 
formally announced. The May 29, 1960, edition of the 
Salina Journal described Site 10 as being located “three 
miles north of Minneapolis on the east side of US81 
Highway”; Site 11 as “three miles northwest of Abilene”; 
and Site 12 as “1½ miles east of Tescott on the north side of 
K-18 highway.” Excavation at the Wilson and Chapman 
sites was scheduled to begin the following week.16

Building ICBM silos was dangerous; nationally, 
more than fifty people died in silo accidents.17 The 
Schilling AFB sites were not immune to the danger; five 
men died during site construction. The Salina newspaper 
reported the July 23, 1960, death of Merle Jennings, a 

14. “Students Protest Missile Base Near McPherson,” Salina Journal, 
May 6, 1960, https://www.newspapers.com/image/40730139/.

15. Preston Grover, “Red Says Pilot Confessed, May Charge Him as 
a Spy,” Salina Journal, May 8, 1960. Accessed January 22, 2019. https://
www.newspapers.com/image/40730395/. 

16. “Atlas Missile Sites Picked Near Three More Area Cities,” Salina 
Journal, May 29, 1960, https://www.newspapers.com/image/40734066
/?terms=Atlas%2BMissile%2Bbase. 

17. Lonnquest and Winkler, To Defend and Deter, 82.

This photo documents a Schilling-area construction site for an Atlas F missile silo complex. 
Courtesy of siloworld.net.
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middle-aged carpenter from Ozark, Missouri. Jennings 
was on the job at the Carlton Atlas site when a wooden 
form used for shaping poured concrete to create silo 
walls and weighing hundreds of pounds dropped from 
forty feet above him and fell on his head. The Salina 
newspaper described the process of creating walls for 
each silo near Schilling AFB: “The circular concrete 
wall is being poured as a single unit. Forms are inched 
upward as the concrete dries.” According to the story, 
Jennings was on the silo floor when he was struck 
by the heavy form that fell as it was being raised.18

 In the midst of building Atlas F missile sites, 
Kansas politics continued as usual. Primary 
voters went to the polls on August 2, 1960, and 
the following day, the Salina Journal reported that 
Republican lawyer Robert Dole, thirty-seven, of 
Russell, had provisionally beaten Keith Sebelius by 
about six hundred votes in a race for the state’s Sixth 
Congressional District seat. The Associated Press 
listed Dole’s lead as slightly greater than six hundred 
votes. The story relayed that if his lead held, Dole 
would face William A. Davis, a farmer from Goodland, 
in the general election for the congressional seat.19 

The same day that Dole’s provisional victory over 
Sebelius in the Kansas Sixth Congressional District 
primary was reported, Alvin Leikam, twenty, from 
Hays, became the second Schilling-area fatality during 
Atlas F site construction. On Wednesday, August 3, 
1960, the truck loaded with concrete that Leikam was 
driving from the Minneapolis site to the Wilson site 
ran off the road into a ditch, rolled, and caught fire.20 

Barely more than two months later, twenty-year-old 
J. C. Nelson became the third site-related death when 
he fell approximately 165 feet to the bottom of the 
Minneapolis silo.21 The following month, tragedy struck 

at the Glasco Atlas missile site when twenty-six-year-
old steelworker James E. Mills of Tulsa, Oklahoma, 
died after falling more than 150 feet inside the silo.22

The fifth and final Schilling-area site fatality was 
twenty-five-year-old David Moody of Chapman. 
The Salina Journal reported that the January 6, 
1961, incident occurred because a heavy pipe 
fell more than thirty feet and struck Moody, 
“an engineering aide for Wilson and Company,” 
as he worked inside the silo, causing him to fall 
twenty-five feet to the silo floor. Moody, who had 
lived in Salina for more than four years, left behind 
a widow and two children, ages four and three.23

In addition to fatalities, constructing the Schilling 
Atlas sites resulted in several nonfatal accidents, 
including fifteen falls; eleven incidents that caused 
strains, sprains, bruises, and cuts; five incidents of 
falling objects striking workers; and four burns. 
Though weather problems were not extreme, traveling 
to and from the sites in winter could be difficult because, 
as the official Corps of Engineers history of the Schilling 
sites noted, “when it snows in Kansas—‘it snows.’”24

When President John F. Kennedy entered the White 
House in January 1961, he was determined to change 
national defense policy. During the 1960 presidential 
campaign, Kennedy had been critical of the 
Eisenhower administration’s “Massive Retaliation” 
approach, and upon assuming office, he implemented 
a “Flexible Response” policy, allowing for a range 
of military options against enemy aggression that 
included non-nuclear actions.25 Kennedy continued 
to expand the nation’s nuclear capabilities, 
however. In President Eisenhower’s final year in 

18. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, History of Corps of Engineers 
Activities at Schilling Air Force Base, 24-1; “McPherson Missile Mishap Kills 
Missourian,” Salina Journal, July 24, 1960, https://www.newspapers.
com/image/40730139/.

19. “Will 600-Vote Dole Lead Stand?” Salina Journal, August 3, 1960, 
https://www.newspapers.com/image/40730139/.
20.“Crash Kills Hays Youth,” Salina Journal, August 4, 1960, https://

www.newspapers.com/newspage/40748222/; U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, History of Corps of Engineers Activities at Schilling Air Force 
Base, 24-2–24-3.

21.“Missile Worker Killed in Fall,” Salina Journal, October 10, 1960, 
https://www.newspapers.com/image/40759376/; U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, History of Corps of Engineers Activities at Schilling Air Force 
Base, 24-3–24-4.

22. “Steel Worker Killed in Fall at Atlas Site,” Salina Journal, 
November 20, 1960, 

https://www.newspapers.com/newspage/40748222/; U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers, History of Corps of Engineers Activities at Schilling Air 
Force Base, 24-4–24-5.

23. “Was Fatal Pipe without Support?” Salina Journal, January 8, 1960, 
https://www.newspapers.com/image/40696679/; U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers, History of Corps of Engineers Activities at Schilling Air 
Force Base, 24-6.

24. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, History of Corps of Engineers 
Activities at Schilling Air Force Base, 24-7.

25. Thomas, Ike’s Bluff, 407.
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office in 1960, the United States had twelve ICBMs 
and approximately 1,500 long-range bombers.26 In 
March 1961, President Kennedy wanted to expand 
the defense budget to increase the stockpile of ICBMs, 
the number of Polaris submarines that carried nuclear 
missiles aimed at the Soviet Union, and the number 
of B-52 bombers on constant alert.27 Two months 
later, in a special message to Congress, Kennedy 
spoke of the need to maintain a nuclear arsenal of 
such overwhelming force that no nation would dare 
to provoke the United States to use it: “We will deter 
an enemy from making a nuclear attack only if our 
retaliatory power is so strong and so invulnerable that 
he knows he would be destroyed by our response.”28

Kansas coverage of the disastrous April 1961 Bay 
of Pigs invasion included multiple front-page stories 
in the April 17 and 18 editions of the Salina Journal. 
“Cuba Invaded: Liberation Fight Opens” and “Russia 
Threatens to Give Military Help to Castro” were the 
headlines of two stories informing Kansans that 
American-backed Cuban exiles had washed ashore in 
Cuba to remove the Communist leader Fidel Castro 
from power, and the Soviet Union was promising to 
supply its Cuban comrades with “all the necessary 
assistance.” U.S. Senator Kenneth Keating, a New 
York Republican, warned that if Soviet Premier 
Khrushchev attempted to intervene in Cuba, the 
country should “block him by any appropriate and 
effective means” and that the introduction of Soviet 
personnel in Cuba would oblige the United States to 
implement a naval blockade to avoid the introduction 
of Soviet troops. This crisis presaged another, more 
dangerous Cuban crisis eighteen months later that 

26. Ibid., 358.
27. Robert Dallek, An Unfinished Life: John F. Kennedy, 1917–1963 

(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 2003), 347.
28. “Special Message to Congress on Urgent National Needs,” quoted 

in B. Wayne Blanchard, American Civil Defense, 1945–1984: The Evolution of 
Programs and Policies, Monograph Series 1985, vol. 2, no. 2 (Emmitsburg, 
MD: National Emergency Training Center, 1986), 7–8, http://www.
civildefensemuseum.com/docs/AmericanCivilDefense1945-1984.pdf. 

This undated photo including names shows a Schilling-area missile crew at work at a missile silo complex. Courtesy of siloworld.net.
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would involve Soviet nuclear missiles and in which the 
Schilling-area missiles would play a prominent role.29 

Two months after the Bay of Pigs incident, 
the twelve Schilling-area Atlas missile sites were 
turned over to the Air Force. The event was marked 
during a June 16, 1961, ceremony at the Chapman 
site in which the Utah-Manhattan-Sundt Construction 
Company formally presented the sites to the Air Force. 
Though the initial construction had been completed, 
machinery and the missiles themselves remained to 
be installed at the sites under the oversight of the Air 
Force Site Activation Task Force. Ultimately, the bases 
would be handed to the Strategic Air Command.30 

The Utah-Manhattan-Sundt construction manager 
of the Schilling-area silo construction called the project 
the most difficult one he had worked on in his many 
years on the job. The steel springs supporting the cribs 
inside the twelve silos were the heaviest in the world. A 
multitude of small pieces of equipment had to be devised 
and installed in an absolutely clean environment. Two 
large diesel-powered generators provided electricity 
to run equipment. Site visitors attending the Chapman 
ceremony viewed the silo and launch control center 
and saw for themselves the expansive underground 
nuclear weapon storage and operations facility. Air 
Force Site Activation Task Force commander Colonel 
Arthur W. Cruikshank spoke during the event and said 
that he hoped the missiles would succeed in preventing 
a Soviet nuclear attack: “‘I don’t know how long 
they’ll be needed, but I hope Atlas missiles in the fields 
outside Salina will serve their purpose [of deterring 
war] without ever having to be fired in anger.’”31

Along with the news that the initial construction 
of the twelve Atlas F missile launch complexes was 
complete, Henry B. Jameson, editor and general 

manager of the Abilene Daily Reflector-Chronicle, theorized 
that Abilene would be targeted by the Soviet Union if 
war came. On June 17 he wrote,

 This is not intended as a “scare” story. But 
it would be foolhardy for us to pretend there is 
nothing to fear like the ostrich sticking its head in 
the sand, or the proverbial optimist who looked 
the other way hoping the problem would go 
away. 
 If this country ever becomes involved in 
a nuclear war Abilene and this entire central 
Kansas area will be smack in a prime enemy 
target area.32

Jameson reported that this conclusion was based 
on information that he had received from military 
personnel, including “some of the nation’s top 
missile experts,” during the ceremonies marking the 
completion of the initial Schilling AFB missile-site 
construction and turning them over to the military.

Because Jameson had toured the site northwest 
of Chapman, he gave a firsthand description to his 
readers: 

 The silo portion is divided into eight levels 
and under these is still enough room to place 
a three story building. Each level, all around 
the center circle which will hold the missile, 
is crammed with complicated equipment or 
prepared to receive it in the next phase of work. 
Huge diesels generate power for lights, air 
conditioning and scores of other uses. 
 Winding steel steps lead from one level to 
the other—but there is also a large elevator which 
is busy most of the time.

29. “Cuba Invaded at Three Points: Liberation Fight Opens” 
Salina Journal, April 17, 1961, https://www.newspapers.com/
image/40706472/; “Russia Threatens to Give Military Help to 
Castro,” Salina Journal, April 18, 1961, https://www.newspapers.com/
image/40706537.

30. “12 Area Missile Bases Presented to Air Force,” Salina Journal, 
June 16, 1961, https://www.newspapers.com/image/40711204/. 

31. “Atlas Missile Silos in Air Force Hands,” Salina Journal, June 18, 
1961, https://www.newspapers.com/image/40711455/. 

32. Henry B. Jameson, “Atlas Missile Bases Turned over to Military, 
Putting Abilene in the ‘Target Area,’” Abilene Daily Reflector-Chronicle, 
June 17, 1961, clipping in “History of Corps of Engineers Activities at 
Shilling Air Force Base, March 1960–December 1961,” typescript for 
“Official Use Only,” 380, at http://atlasmissilesilo.com/Documents/
ConstructionHistory/AtlasF/550thSMS/AF-D-C-550-99-SA-
00001_550thSMS_ConstructionHistory.pdf. 
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He went on to inform his readers that the United 
States was capable, if necessary, of firing seventy-
two Atlas F missiles in fifteen minutes, in concert or 
succession, virtually anywhere on earth and that they 
would arrive quickly and within two nautical miles 
of their targets, having traveled thousands of miles 
an hour. To convey the enormous size of each Atlas 
missile silo, Jameson relayed that all the silos combined 
“could hold five million more bushels than the total 
grain elevator capacity of the city of Indianapolis.” In 
addition, Jameson continued, “the concrete in them 
would build a highway 20 feet wide and six inches 
thick from St. Louis past Chicago.”33 

Shortly after the Schilling-area Atlas missile sites 
were turned over to the Air Force, the Salina Journal 
reported the unfolding Berlin crisis. President Kennedy 
had met with Premier Khrushchev in Vienna, Austria, 
earlier in the month, and Khrushchev had issued a 
deadline for the United States to leave West Berlin—
where the United States had maintained a presence since 
World War II had ended in 1945—or face war. Eager to 
stop the annual mass exodus of hundreds of thousands 
of East Germans fleeing communism through Berlin, 
Khrushchev stopped access from East Berlin into 
West Berlin on August 13, 1961, by erecting the Berlin 
Wall—at first a temporary barbed-wire fence that was 
eventually followed by the permanent stone wall that 
would divide the city for another twenty-eight years.34 

The June 23, 1961, edition of the Salina newspaper 
carried multiple front-page Associated Press stories 
about the crisis. One conveyed that Secretary of State 
Dean Rusk had reiterated the hard-won rights of the 
Americans, British, and French to be in Berlin and their 
unwillingness to relinquish those occupation rights. 
Another declared, “Congress generally agrees that the 
West faces an early showdown with Soviet Premier 
Khrushchev over Berlin that could erupt into a third 
world war.” Two days later, the local newspaper carried 
another front-page Associated Press story declaring 
that the freedom of West Berlin was important because 
it “lies close to the heart of the Western Alliance 
which is the mainstay of the U.S. global defense 

system—and there is little room for the West to yield 
on this Red-encircled city without giving it all to the 
Communists.” The story also warned that a small fight 
over Berlin could dramatically and promptly escalate 
since both nations possessed nuclear weapons.35

American ICBM sites were assumed to be targets 
in the event of a Soviet attack, and the October 
25, 1961, edition of the Salina Journal carried an 
Associated Press story speculating that the nation’s 
military bases, including Schilling AFB, would be in 
the Soviet crosshairs for a nuclear strike. The story 
referenced a 1960 study conducted “by government 
meteorologists” of the projected results of an attack 
on American ICBM locations. According to the 
study, an attack would mean a 50 percent chance 
that fallout would be a problem for Schilling AFB 
and the city of Salina.36 Evidencing local concern, 
a story in the Salina newspaper the previous week 
had announced that a public information session on 
surviving an atomic attack would be held Thursday, 
October 18, in the base theater at Schilling AFB.37

Further heightening these fears was the news that 
the Soviet Union had detonated the most powerful 
nuclear weapon in history. Two weeks before the 
October 29, 1961, explosion of a fifty-megaton Soviet 
nuclear bomb, Khrushchev announced that his nation 
would complete nuclear testing by detonating a 
“superbomb.” The metaphorical fallout included a 
spirited debate between American Ambassador to 
the United Nations Adlai Stevenson and his Soviet 
counterpart, Semyon K. Tsarapkin. Stevenson “accused 
the Soviet Union of pushing the world toward 
disaster,” and Tsarapkin responded that the Soviet 
Union was merely trying to deter the United States 
from starting a nuclear conflict. The most powerful 
American nuclear weapon that had been detonated 
at that point did not exceed twenty megatons.38 

The Schilling-area Atlas missile sites were transferred 
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to the Strategic Air Command in a 
ceremony on September 13, 1962, at 
the Carneiro site. Schilling’s Twenty-
Second Strategic Aerospace Division 
commander, Colonel Jack W. Hayes Jr., 
assumed control of the sites on behalf 
of the Air Force. The event included 
a display of the site’s Atlas missile, 
described by the local newspaper in 
these words: “As the ceremony began, 
buttons were pushed and the massive 
missile’s silvery snout poked up 
from its cavern. In slow splendor, the 
missile reared upward on its elevator 
until its full length loomed against 
the blue sky, an awesome symbol of 
America’s might.” Several individuals 
were recognized for distinction at the 
ceremony. Paul S. Gordon, the Carneiro 
site supervisor, received a commendation 
for finishing that site’s silo while using 
one-fourth fewer workers than all the 
other sites. Additionally, A. J. Galey, 
launch complex chief, received a 
commendation, as did Clem Bangers, 
president of the Salina Building Trades 
Council. As many as 3,200 individuals 
worked on the construction of the sites.39

In mid-October 1962, only one month after Kansas’s 
twelve Atlas F missile sites became the property 
of the U.S. Air Force, the nation—and the world—
entered the most dangerous two weeks of the Cold 
War. The Kennedy administration learned that the 
Soviet Union was building sites in Cuba capable of 
launching nuclear missiles against the United States, 
and the Cuban missile crisis began. Because of the 
crisis, the crews of all twelve missiles assigned to 
the 550th Strategic Missile Squadron at Schilling 
AFB were put on alert.40 President Kennedy made a 
televised address the evening of October 22 to inform 
the nation about the Soviet imposition of missile bases 

in Cuba and that he was ordering a naval blockade—
called a “quarantine”—to prevent further offensive 
Soviet weaponry from reaching the island nation.41

As President Kennedy planned the strategy to 
counter Soviet moves a mere ninety miles from the 
United States, Schilling AFB was placed on alert. The 
October 23, 1962, edition of the Salina Journal ran a 
front-page story announcing that Schilling AFB had 
been put on alert but reported that the base refused 
to confirm that this was a result of the Cuba situation. 
In fact, Schilling AFB’s information officer claimed 
that the base was occasionally placed on alert and that 
this alert was nothing out of the ordinary. However, 
base officials refused to comment on the Cuban crisis 
to the newspaper. The newspaper reported that 
“some planes and men had been shifted elsewhere.”42
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Newspapers like the Salina Journal from September 13, 1962, apprised residents of the 
readiness of the Atlas F missile program, often with clearly mixed feelings as indicated in 
the caption under the missile: And There It Is In Its Terrible Beauty.  
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Fortunately, the Cuban crisis ended peacefully, and 
the twelve Atlas F missiles were not fired toward a 
Communist enemy—nor would they ever be. Within 
three years, the Schilling-area missiles would leave 
Kansas. Between June 1, 1963, and March 9, 1964, three 
Atlas F sites attached to Walker AFB in New Mexico 
were destroyed during propellant loading exercises. 
On May 14, 1964, an Atlas F site attached to Altus 
AFB in Oklahoma was also destroyed by an explosion 
during a propellant loading exercise. Two days after 
the Oklahoma explosion, Secretary of Defense Robert 
McNamara announced that the Atlas E series would be 

phased out by the end of fiscal year 1965.43 
Because they were considered obsolete, in 
November 1964 McNamara announced 
that all first-generation American 
ICBMs—including the Atlas—would 
be retired the following year. Between 
January and March 1965, the Strategic Air 
Command removed all Atlas F missiles 
and shipped them to Norton AFB in San 
Bernardino, California, for storage.44 

Salinans were informed during the 
first week of January 1965 that the first 
Atlas F missile from Schilling AFB had 
been shipped to Norton AFB the previous 
week. The local newspaper described 
that missile as “the replacement spare 
in Schilling’s 12 launching missile 
complexes” that “had been kept in the 
missile assembly and maintenance 
shop at Schilling.” The missiles at the 
twelve sites near Salina remained on 
alert, and although their actual date of 
removal was still classified in January, 
they were on schedule to be deactivated 
by the end of June, followed by the 
closure of Schilling AFB. The entire Atlas 
program was being phased out in favor 
of Minuteman and Titan II ICBMs.45

As the clock ran out on the Atlas 
program in Kansas, the Air Force crew 
that operated each missile was downsized 

from five men to three. Because of flooding 
in June 1965, the tour of duty of the 

Carlton crew of Staff Sgt. Kenneth Eilts, A-1C Richard 
Harmon, and A-3C David Siferd was slightly extended. 
The Salina newspaper described the site as being “on 
a hill a few miles inside the Dickinson county line, 
southeast of Gypsum and near Carlton.” Though the 
Carlton site crew members’ twenty-four hours on duty 
should have ended at 9:00 a.m. on Saturday, June 26, 
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they had to remain at the site because the replacement 
crew was forced to stop at Gypsum, unable to 
continue on to Carlton because of high waters. The 
Air Force called the Carlton Co-op elevator manager, 
who sent some locals to the site, and they took Eilts 
to a grocery store to purchase enough food to sustain 
the crew members until they could leave the site.46 

The U.S. government chose to sell the surplus 
Kansas Atlas F sites and was already soliciting bids 
on equipment before the end of 1965. On November 
31, bids from fifteen different groups and individuals 
who wanted to buy equipment were unsealed. With 
its bid of $76,789.99, Lesco Automotive Corporation 
of Brooklyn, New York, was the high bidder. Winning 
a contract required willingness to help the federal 
government remove any salvageable equipment from 
a missile site. Bidders competed for silo equipment 
that included “elevator drive systems, which raised 
and lowered the missiles, heavy duty hydraulic 
pumping systems, vacuum type tanks for storing 
liquid oxygen and nitrogen, plastic-lined steel tanks 
for storing rocket fuel, regulating and filtering 
equipment and some 550 tons of structural steel,” 
reported the Salina Journal on December 1. The seven 
Kansas bidders were “Tucker Construction Co. and 
Central Wrecking and Construction Inc. of Wichita; 
Wholesale Lumber Inc. of Salina; M.F. English 
Construction Co. of Hutchinson; Robins Construction 
Co. of Minneapolis; Wallace D. McPherson and a 
bidder identified only as Howick, both of Topeka.”47 

The advent of the ICBM force in 1960 ushered 
in an “uneasy half-peace,” as the U.S. Air Force 
characterized it, between the United States and the 
Soviet Union. Though conflicts arose, nuclear war did 
not. According to Jacob Neufeld in The Development 
of Ballistic Missiles in the United States Air Force, 
1945–1960, both sides enhanced their stockpiles 
of ICBMs “over the years to ensure their ability to 

inflict ‘unacceptable damage’ upon the enemy under 
any conditions.” Possession of possibly civilization-
altering weapons gave both sides pause. As Neufeld 
put it, ICBMs were “a paradox—thousands of them 
waiting to unleash total destruction, but the very 
fact of their presence ensuring their non-use.”48 

The Kennedy administration operated with the 
hope that the Soviet Union would not initiate a 
nuclear war knowing that both countries would be 
destroyed. This was the essence of the doctrine of 
“mutual assured destruction” (MAD).49 Signaling his 
agreement with this philosophy, during the October 
1962 Cuban missile crisis, Soviet leader Khrushchev 
pleaded with President Kennedy by letter to join him 
in taking the necessary steps to avoid “the catastrophe 
of thermonuclear war” between the two countries 
because “only lunatics or suicides, who themselves 
want to perish and to destroy the whole world before 
they die, could” allow such a war to happen.50 During 
the crisis, one of Secretary of Defense McNamara’s 
aides explained that 841 American nuclear weapons 
would survive a Soviet first strike against the United 
States that did not include the Cuban missiles, and even 
a Soviet first strike that included the Cuban missiles 
would leave the United States with more than 480 
nuclear weapons with which to retaliate—including 
most of the hardened underground missile sites—and 
inflict much greater damage on the Soviet Union than 
had been inflicted upon the United States. In October 
1962 the United States possessed 240 long-range 
missiles capable of reaching the Soviet Union—144 
ICBMs and 96 missiles aboard Polaris submarines.51 
Khrushchev was keenly aware of the American 
nuclear arsenal’s destructive capability, which moved 
him to implore Kennedy to join him in avoiding 
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live with those sites as part of daily life. The state benefited 
economically, and the nation benefited from the central 
Kansas missiles because they strengthened the American 
nuclear arsenal that deterred Soviet aggression and saved 
the nation from catastrophe. 

nuclear war. That arsenal included twelve Atlas F 
intercontinental ballistic missiles near Schilling AFB.

The Atlas F missile sites in central Kansas were 
operational for only a few years, and they were 
extremely costly—in terms of both money and the 
five lives lost—to build and operate. As these sites 
were an integral part of a national security priority 
under Presidents Eisenhower and Kennedy, little 
monetary expense was spared in the Atlas program’s 
development and site construction. Businesses reaped 
the benefits of constructing those twelve sites, and 
thousands of Kansans and others benefited from site-
related job opportunities as central Kansans learned to 
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